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● Problem Definition and Opportunity
● Project Scope
● Methodology Choice
● Primary and Secondary Research
● Initial Recommendations
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“To love 
and serve in 















“I won’t be 
impressed with 
technology until 
I can download 
food.” -
Anonymous 
“We need to 
keep hope 
alive and 
strive to do 









● Economic ROI not measured
Results Gap:
● Not maximizing economic and 
physical returns on land area
Key Question:
● What types of businesses should 











● Tax revenue per business
● Residents employed by 
business
















and new data to 









● Implementation of the economic forecasting model






● Identified basic needs
● Identified desired outcome
● Contextualized problem 
● Identified internal and external 






● Key question defined
● Identified multiple drivers that 
impact ROI for county
Need to:
● Generate hypothesis
● Test drivers/hypothesis and 
present findings
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Primary and Secondary Research
➢ U.S. Census Data




➢ Harford County Data
➢ Tax Data
Existing Companies in 
County
➢ Howard County






































Source: Indeed, Glassdoor and Payscale
Investment
-
(Personal Income Tax) x (# Employees x Salary Values) 
+ 
(Real Property Tax) x (Industry Property Value) 
+
(Business Personal Property Tax) x (Industry Business Property Values)
Initial Recommendations
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ROI equation = 





















Use economic development scorecard for each industry and 
compare industries to determine which companies to attract to Harford County
Lifetime Value = m/(1+i-r*(1+g))
● Annual Margin per customer (m): The profit made on a sale after accounting for variable
expenses (as opposed to just revenue)
● Customer Retention rate (r): The percentage of customers who continue to purchase in a
subsequent year
● Rate of Discount (i): The interest rate used to discount the value of future cash flows
● Growth Rate (g): The sales growth rate
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Final Recommendations













$615,385 $200,000 6% 0.7 5%
Company 
B
$681,818 $150,000 6% 0.7 20%
Company 
C
$3,576,159 $540,000 6% 0.9 1%
Company 
D 
$782,609 $90,000 6% 0.7 35%
m: tax income for each company
i: interest rate used to discount the 
value of future cash flows
r: survival rate in Harford County




Consider using the 
scorecard to start 
determining the 
best companies to 


















data the team 




Economic Development - Models
Questions
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Thank You!
